ABOUT WHITES MANUFACTURING

Founded in 1956, Whites was the first drysuit manufacturing company in North America. Over half a century later, the company continues to set the standard for professional drysuits and accessories. Our products are the result of proven manufacturing techniques, advanced materials, sophisticated computer design, and relentless testing in the most extreme conditions. The Whites team have a wide variety of backgrounds and bring a wealth of knowledge and practical experience to the company. Whites now manufactures and designs drysuits for military, public safety, commercial, coast guard/rescue, and countless other recreational and professional drysuit users around the world. Whites joined the Aqua Lung Group in 2010.

CLIENTS INCLUDE:

- Canadian Navy Clearance Divers
- Canadian Army Combat Divers
- Canadian Air Force SAR Tech’s
- RCMP ERT and Divers
- US Navy SEALs
- US Army Divers
- USMC Divers
- USCG Divers
- FBI Dive Team
- Japanese Special Forces
- Navy Rescue Swimmers
- LAPD Dive Team
- Long Beach PD

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE

If your Whites product falls short of your expectations, simply return it to your authorized Whites dealer within 30 days with the original receipt to exchange it for another Whites product.
TIRED OF DIVING COLD AND WET? LOOKING FOR THE WARMTH AND COMFORT OF YOUR FIRST DRY SUIT?

Or are you an experienced Drysuit diver seeking the legendary flexibility and streamlining of the Whites Fusion?

Either way, the Whites Fusion PLUS program is for you!

At a Fusion PLUS Center you can take the Fusion Distinctive Specialty Course and learn about the unique skills required to diving the Fusion Drysuit.

Plus, earn your Fusion Specialty Certification at a Fusion PLUS Center and receive $200 off the retail price of your own Fusion Drysuit package within 6 months of certification.

To find a Fusion PLUS Center and save $200 on your purchase visit:

http://www.whitesdiving.com/fusionplus

STAY DRY. STAY WARM. STAY DIVING.
FUSION TECHNOLOGY

THE 2 LAYER DRYCORE ADVANTAGE

No other dry suit in the world can match the mobility of the Fusion. The internal loose cut DryCORE is held in place by the independent outer stretch skin providing unrestricted movement in your arms, legs, and torso.

DRYCORE

Oversized inner DryCORE constructed of military grade, 210 denier bi-laminate, integrates the dry zipper and seals, fits a wide size range, and does not restrict movement.

EXTERNAL SKIN

Durable, replaceable exterior skin protects and compresses the DryCORE but does not restrict movement.

DRYCORE TECHNOLOGY PROVIDES 7 UNIQUE BENEFITS THAT NO OTHER DRY SUIT CAN MATCH

1. Flexibility - OVERSIZED inner DryCORE combined with the stretchy outer skin allows unrivaled mobility.

2. Fits better than custom - Exterior skin streamlines the DryCORE to the divers body providing a custom fit.

3. Dives like a wetsuit - Exterior compression skin eliminates “bubble” transfer throughout the suit by distributing the air evenly.

4. 5 Sizes - DryCORE technology allows 5 sizes to fit virtually any diver.

5. Modular Diving System - Exterior skin can be removed and replaced with different models and designs.

6. One suit, any environment - Customize your undergarment to your diving environment. The Fusion will stretch or compress to accomodate.

7. Durability - Inner DryCORE manufactured with military grade bi-laminate material is protected from abrasion by the exterior skin. Replace the skin, not the suit!
We’ve all been there suited up, looking forward to the dive and suddenly a torn neck seal or worn out wrist seal. The choice: an uncomfortable (wet) dive or, cancel the dive until repairs can be made.

With Whites Seal Lock Technology the fix is simple. Seal-Lock Technology (SLT), is a modular seal replacement system that incorporates a neck ring retainer and compression fit wrist seals.

Simple, innovative, and convenient, SLT enables quick and easy change out of worn or torn seals in the field and best of all, anyone can do it.

SLT features all new silicone neck and wrist seals and is a must-have option on any White’s Fusion dry suit.

**SLT UPGRADE KIT INCLUDES (FACTORY INSTALLED):**

- SLT neck ring assembly
- SLT wrist ring cuffs
- one silicone neck seal
- two silicone wrist seals
- neck ring installation tool

$249.99

Compatible with dry gloves or wet gloves.

**SILICONE SEALS**

The SLT system has the added benefit of allowing the use of all new Silicone neck and wrist seals. Silicone seals offer many unique benefits to the Dry Suit diver:

- Incredibly stretchable
- No latex allergy
- 100% UV and Ozone resistant
- No maintenance
- Low friction
- Puncture resistant
Fusion ONE changes everything. It’s the first Drysuit to offer Fusion DryCORE warmth, flexibility, and comfort for under a grand. It’s the perfect option for divers who want the comfort of a Drysuit at a price that won’t break their budget.

FEATURES
• Matching Apeks valves
• Rear entry zipper
• Abrasion resistance in high wear areas and heavy duty
• Lycra panels in high stretch areas.
• This optimal combination creates the perfect marriage of mobility and durability.
• All seams flat locked sewn for stretch and durability.
• Gatortech knees provide excellent abrasion resistance.
• Basic suspender system included
• Comes with traveller drawstring bag, inflator hose and zipper wax.

The ONE Skin is designed with 1 mm neoprene for added abrasion resistance in high wear areas and heavy duty Lycra panels in high stretch areas. This optimal combination creates the perfect marriage of mobility and durability. The ONE Skin attaches and removes easily from the DryCore via Velcro fasteners at the wrists, ankles and zipper.

$999.99

SIZES
2XS/XS, S/M, L/XL, 2XL/3XL, 4XL+

COLORS
Black, orange
Originally designed for the Special Forces, the Fusion Bullet is engineered for the harshest diving environments. Super stretch neoprene allows ultimate flexibility and streamlining while strategically placed Gator Tech armour and reinforced seams ensure maximum durability.

FEATURES
- Bullet seams are mauser taped and 6 thread sewn for maximum stretch and durability.
- Includes 2 Twin-Zip expandable pockets.
- Rugged Gator Tech neoprene on the knees, elbows, shoulders and buttocks extends the life of the skin for use in the most extreme dive conditions.
- Removable 2mm neoprene inserts at the elbows and knees provide cushioning.
- Super stretch neoprene provides extreme stretch for maximum flexibility.
- Comes with traveller drawstring bag, inflator hose and zipper wax.

$1,899.99

SIZES
2XS/XS, S/M, L/XL, 2XL/3XL, 4XL+

COLORS
Solid black, black with a red top or black with blue top
Take your diving to the next level with the Fusion Tech. The Tech skin incorporates 1mm neoprene in high wear areas providing durability, while strategically placed lycra stretch panels provide incredible flexibility.

**FEATURES**
- The Tech Skin is designed with 1mm neoprene for added abrasion resistance in high wear areas and heavy duty Lycra panels in high stretch areas. This optimal combination creates the perfect marriage of mobility and durability.
- The Tech Skin attaches and removes easily from the DryCore via Velcro fasteners at the wrists, ankles and zipper.
- All seams flat locked sewn for stretch and durability.
- PU coated knees provide excellent abrasion resistance.
- Expandable bellows thigh pockets included.
- Deluxe suspender system with thermo formed back pad.
- Comes with traveller drawstring bag, inflator hose and zipper wax.

$1,599.99

**SIZES**
- 2XS/XS, S/M, L/XL, 2XL/3XL, 4XL+
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The Fusion Sport combines Whites patented Drycore technology with a heavy duty, abrasion resistant Lycra skin. The result is a dry suit which is unmatched in flexibility, incredibly lightweight, and compact enough to fit in your carry on luggage.

FEATURES
- Heavy Duty Lycra skin offers extreme mobility and streamlining while protecting the inner DryCore.
- The Sport skin attaches and removes easily from the DryCore via Velcro fasteners at the wrists, ankles and zipper.
- All seams flat locked sewn for stretch and durability.
- PU coated knees provide excellent abrasion resistance.
- Our lightest weight skin; perfect for travel.
- Deluxe suspender system with thermo formed back pad.
- Comes with traveller drawstring bag, inflator hose and zipper wax.
- YKK military grade brass dry zipper.

$1,399.99

SIZES
2XS/XS, S/M, L/XL, 2XL/3XL, 4XL+
Fusion Fit is the first Fusion to use a skin specifically designed to fit women properly. Anatomically correct panels constructed out of super stretch neoprene ensure maximum streamlining and mobility. Gator tech armour on the knees and reinforced seams ensure maximum durability.

**FEATURES**
- Anatomically correct construction.
- Super stretch neoprene provides excellent mobility and streamlining.
- Gator Tech neoprene provides excellent protection to the knees.
- Seams are mauser taped and 6 thread sewn for maximum stretch and durability.

$1599.99

**SIZES**
- 2XS/XS, S/M, L/XL, 2XL/3XL, 4XL+

**COLORS**
- Black with twilight.
Whites dry suit packages offer the ultimate in value. Everything you need to dive dry is included.

ITEMS INCLUDED:
- Fusion dry suit
- Thermal Fusion Undergarment or MK2 Undergarment
- Fusion Boots or Evo 3 Boots
- Traveller Backpack
- 3mm neoprene socks

FUSION ONE PACKAGE
TF PKG $1,649.99
MK2 PKG $1,549.99

FUSION SPORT PACKAGE
TF PKG $1,999.99
MK2 PKG $1,949.99

FUSION TECH PACKAGE
TF PKG $2,199.99
MK2 PKG $2,149.99

FUSION BULLET PACKAGE
TF PKG $2,499.99
MK2 PKG $2,449.99

FUSION FIT PACKAGE
TF PKG $2,199.99
MK2 PKG $2,149.99

* Pockets not available on Fusion One, Fusion Sport, or Fusion Fit.
THERMAL FUSION UNDERGARMENT
EXTREME MOBILITY SUPERIOR WARMTH

DESIGNED BY DIVERS PROVEN BY SCIENCE DEVELOPED USING THERMAL IMAGING TECHNOLOGY.

SEE THE SCIENCE AT WHITESDIVING.COM/SPORT-DIVING/ THERMAL-FUSION

Thermal performance independently lab tested by Sport Innovation Center (SPIN).

Whites ATS (Air Transfer System) facilitates the effective transport of air throughout the Thermal Fusion allowing effortless Dry Suit venting.

Constructed using top grade Polartec Power-stretch Pro and Polartec 200 classic fleece.

Strategically placed 3D Hi-Flo Mesh Panels located at the inflate and exhaust valve locations increases airflow, padding and insulation.

Compression Skin encapsulates the inner Thermal Core, delivering extreme mobility and superior warmth.
The Thermal Fusion, a high performance diving undergarment, maximizes warmth, and provides unrivaled flexibility and fit.

**Designed by divers**, the Thermal Fusion was rigorously tested by professionals to ensure the highest level of comfort and warmth.

**Proven by science**, independent laboratory tests by the Sport Innovation Center (SPIN) validate the superior insulation value of the Thermal Fusion. Cold water immersion and controlled cold weather environmental tests determined effectiveness in protecting skin and core temperatures. Comparative testing against our competitor’s top rated undergarment confirms superiority. The science proves that the Thermal Fusion performed best overall in preventing heat loss in extreme environments.

The Sport Innovation Center (SPIN) collaborates with Olympic and Paralympics athletes, combining leading-edge technology, and applied research to address various team and individual needs at the highest level of training and competition. A key area of SPIN focus is on product testing and prototype development. Access to high performance Olympic athletes, as well as world-leading sports scientists, provides SPIN with the ability to establish and build connections between ideas generated from basic sport research, the athletic performance community, and the product development business. New textile and sensor technology developed through the SPIN Centre has positioned SPIN as a break-through leader in sport technology development throughout Canada, and around the world.

Patent pending Thermal Core Technology is a unique, dual layer design, that allows the diver an unlimited range of motion, with a streamlined fit.

The first layer, a comfort cut thermal core constructed of Polartec 200 fleece, delivers superior warmth.

The second, outer layer, is a Polartec Power Stretch Pro compression skin which streamlines the inner core to the diver’s body, provides a custom fit, and allows maximum range of motion.

Thermal Core Technology is at the heart of the thermal Fusion, resulting in an undergarment that is unmatched in flexibility, fit and warmth.

**SIZES:**
- Available in unisex sizes
  - 2XS/XS, S/M, L/XL, 2XL/3XL, 4XL+
  - $449.99

**Exterior Polartec power stretch skin** streamlines the inner thermal core delivering unparalleled warmth and flexibility.

**The twin layer Thermal Fusion design blends a Polartec 200 fleece core with an outer power stretch compression skin.**
The MK2 is the core of the Glacier series undergarments. Extremely versatile, this garment can be layered up or down to match the widest range of diving conditions.

**FEATURES**
- Removable sleeves

**MATERIALS**
- Breathable, moisture wicking, high loft, insulating polypropylene Polar Fleece lining.
- StormProof 70 denier micro-ripstop water resistant Taslon nylon.

Stylish and feature rich, the MK2 jacket converts to a vest to be worn as added thermal protection with the MK2 john.

**MATERIALS**
- Breathable, moisture wicking, high loft, insulating polypropylene Polar Fleece lining.
- StormProof 70 denier micro-ripstop water resistant Taslon nylon.

**SIZES**
XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

**JOHN:** $189.99

**JACKET:** $189.99
This one piece, bamboo fiber base layer, is ideal under any of our undergarments for excellent moisture wicking performance. The MK0 can also be worn as a stand alone layer in tropical conditions.

$99.99

CONSTRUCTION
Environmentally friendly production process.
Additional Spandex content results in extreme stretch for a better fit.

MATERIALS
• Breathable, moisture wicking, Bamboo blended material.
• Antimicrobial
• Odor resistant
• Easy care

SIZES
XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL
HEAT HOODS

Loaded with innovative features, the HEAT Series Hoods are the ultimate in neoprene dry suit hoods.

SIZES
S, M, L, XL

HEAT NON-ZIP DRY HOOD

FEATURES
- 7mm neoprene side panels, 5mm forehead, and 5mm chin offers extra warmth & supreme comfort.

$44.99

HEAT ZIP HOOD

FEATURES
- 7mm neoprene side panels, 5mm forehead, and 3mm chin offers optimum warmth, supreme comfort while eliminating jaw fatigue.
- Zipper with sealing gusset and Velcro tab at zip base allows easy donning and doffing.

$54.99

HEAT NEOPRENE GLOVES

Whites top of the line Neoprene gloves are warm, flexible and tough.

3 MM - 5 FINGER HEAT GLOVE

SIZES
XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL

$44.99

5 MM - 5 FINGER HEAT GLOVE

SIZES
XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL

$44.99

6 MM - 3 FINGER HEAT MITT

SIZES
S, M, L, XL, 2XL

$54.99
FUSION BOOTS
Designed to mate with the Fusion Drysuit, the 2 layer Fusion boot sets a new standard in dry-suit comfort and performance.

$114.99

SIZES
5/6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13/14

EVO3 BOOTS
The EVO3 boot was designed in conjunction with the military for use on wet, slippery decks, finning for swimming and running on wet rocky shores.

MSRP $114.99

SIZES
5/6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13/14

QUICK DRAW LACE FEATURES
Made from flexible bungy cord; users can secure boots faster than traditional laces. Comes with installation instructions.

$19.99

3MM NEOPRENE SOCKS
FEATURES
• The perfect medium-weight liner for temperate to cold conditions.
• 3mm Titanium neoprene for a comfortable fit.

MSRP $19.99

SIZES
4/5, 6/7, 8/9, 10/11, 12/13, 14/15

MK3 SOCKS
Inspired by the Canadian Military who regularly dive in Arctic waters, the MK3 sock is constructed of the following three layers:
1. Outer Nylon (with heel stretch panels)
2. Primaloft®
3. Inner Fleece

$51.99

SIZES
4/5, 6/7, 8/9, 10/11, 12/13, 14/15
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DRY GLOVE LOCK SYSTEMS

FEATURES
• Simple wrist ring installed on existing latex seals.
• Removable and replaceable.
• Inner ring compresses latex seal between outer wrist ring.

$199.99

PERMANENT WRIST RINGS

FEATURES
• Factory installed permanently to the drysuit.
• Available as a Made To Order (MTO) option.
• Latex or silicone seals are user replaceable — no glues or adhesives required.
• Compatible with Quick Glove Rings

$139.99

DRY GLOVE CLAMP SYSTEM

FEATURES
• Compatible with Permanent Wrist Rings
• Dry gloves are pressure fitted on to the Quick Glove Rings, which are then squeezed in to the suit’s wrist ring for a waterproof seal.

$179.99

COMMERCIAL GRADE DRY GLOVES

FEATURES
• Use in conjunction with above Dry Glove Systems.
• Dry gloves result in warm, dry hands, and often provide greater dexterity to the diver.
• Tough exterior glove provides excellent durability and abrasion resistance.
• Inner Glove liner provides exceptional warmth with increased dexterity.

$49.99

SIZES: M, L, XL

EZ-ON DRY GLOVES - BLACK

FEATURES
• Can be used with glove rings or simply stretch over wrist rings for a quick dry system.
• 40 mil glove is thicker than traditional rubber gloves.
• Black exterior with orange interior.
• 14” length is longer than traditional rubber gloves.
• Textured palm.
• Thermal liners included

$34.99
TRAVELER BACKPACK

FEATURES
- High tensile strength nylon
- Main compartment is fully ventilated with side mesh material
- Semi-dry full length/width internal sleeve pocket
- Ventilated exterior front pocket - perfect for your Evo III Boots
- Carrying handles on top and side
- Airport carousel-friendly padded shoulder backpack and waist straps, with quick-release buckles

$74.99

MILITARY SPEC BAG

FEATURES
- Heavy-duty gear bag with 2 outside pockets
- Made to military specifications
- Padded 1 side with backpack shoulder straps
- Carrying handles and 2” webbing wrap around the bag
- Large, durable bag used by military and many police/Rescue organizations

$94.99

TRAVELER DRAWSTRING BAG

FEATURES
- Lightweight
- Breathable mesh on one side
- Quick drawstring

$29.99